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Let G = G, be the general linear group of an n dimensional vector space 
V= V,, over F,, the finite field of q elements. Let T = T, be the group of 
translations of I/. Then G normalizes T, and we form the semidirect 
product A = A,, = T,,G,, which is the shine group of V. In the natural 
(right) action of G,, 1 on V,, + 1 the group A may be viewed as a point 
stabilizer. Thus information on A may be obtained from either G, or G, + , . 
The characters of A have been studied by S. I. Gel’fand [S], D. K. 
Faddeev [6], and R. Gow [9]. In particular descriptions of the irreducible 
characters of A are obtained in both [6,9]. In this paper we reconcile these 
two descriptions, giving a new proof of Faddeev’s description. This descrip- 
tion is used in extending to A a result of R. Steinberg [14] on a permuta- 
tion character of G. In [6] each character of A is induced from a character 
of a subgroup TP for certain parabolic subgroups P of G. We write these 
induced characters as a product c 0 A,- k where 4’ E Irr(G,) and A,-, is a 
certain irreducible character of Andk. This circle product is defined in (3.6). 
In [9] the characters of A are constructed inductively from those of 
A n _, which we view here as a subgroup of G. If x E Irr(A, _ 1) and p is a 
certain linear character of TA,- i then ind;An-,pX is an irreducible 
character of A. In the proof of (3.11) we show that 
indA,“-,CL(50A.~k-11==iAd.-k. 
This gives the relationship between the two descriptions. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G. The permutation character 1: of G 
induced from the principal character of B was studied by Steinberg in [ 143. 
He proved that its irreducible constituents are in l-l correspondence with 
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the partitions of n, and each constituent may be expressed as a linear com- 
bination of permutation characters induced from parabolic subgroups of G. 
We consider the induced character l& and extend Steinberg’s result. In 
Theorem 4.20 we determine the multiplicity of each irreducible constituents 
of 1;. These constituents are in 1-l correspondence with the set of all pairs 
f,q k) where 0 <k <n and y is a partition of k. The multiplicities are the 
product of (;) and the degree of an irreducible character of the symmetric 
group on k letters. 
We are concerned with this character in part because of its connection 
with the Hecke algebra .@.(A, B) = eCAe where e = IBl- ’ CbEB b is the 
idempotent in CA corresponding to the subgroup 3. In particular there 
is a 1-l correspondence between the irreducible constituents of l”, and 
the isomorphism classes of simple &(A, B)-modules. Furthermore the 
multiplicity of an irreducible constituent of 1: is the dimension of the 
corresponding simple &(A, B)-module. For more on this relationship the 
reader is referred to [4, Sect. 11; 5, Sect. 673. Thus the dimension of 
&(A, B) follows from Theorem 4.29. The dimension of this algebra was 
determined by L. Solomon in [ 131. 
In an upcoming paper the author constructs a member of each 
isomorphism class of simple xc(.4, B)-modules. The results in that paper 
do not depend upon the results in this paper. Determining the dimension 
of each simple &(A, Bf-module provided some motivation for their 
construction. 
The author is indebted to his advisor Louis Solomon for his many useful 
suggestions and improvements. Also, thanks to Tom Linton for his 
T,Xnical assistance. Some of these results appear in the author’s thesis 
c121. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We give here some preliminary definitions and notation. Let B?(G) be the 
ring of virtual characters of a finite group G. If # and x are virtual charac- 
ters of the groups H and K, respectively, then we write Q # x for the virtual 
character of Hx K defined by 
(4 # xM, k) = 4(h) x(k). (1.1) 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let H, k be finite groups. Let -: H -+ R be a surjec- 
tive homomorphism. Let [ be a character of R. Then r(h) = c(E) defines a 
character J of H which we call the lift of [ to H. We may also say that p 
is lifted over ker -. 
Note that if 4 is an irreducible character then % is also irreducible. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. Let [ 
be a character of G/N. Suppose that H < G such that N-C H. Then 
reszr= (res,,,[)-. 
Proof: The proof is immediate since if - is the canonical surjection 
from G to G/V then the restriction of - to H is the canonical surjection of 
H to H/N. 1 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let q and n be positive integers. Set 
(Pn(q)=(qn-l)(qn-l-l)...(q-l). 
Set qo(q) = 1. Note that lGkj = qkCk- ‘)121pk(q). 
This differs slightly from the de~nition of CpJq) as in [ 111 but is more 
convenient here. 
2. THE AFFINE GROUP 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over F,. Let G = GL( V) be the 
general linear group of V. Let T = T(V) = (t(v): v E V} be the translation 
group of V. The action of t(v) E T on x E Y is given by 
t(v)x=v+x. WI 
If goG and VE Y then 
g-‘t(v)g= t(g-‘v). (2.2) 
Thus G acts transitively on the non-identity elements of T. Note that T is 
an abelian group of order q” normalized by G so we may form the semi- 
direct product A = AGL( V) = AGL(n, q) = TG, the uffine group of V. The 
multiplication in A is given by 
t(u) g * t(d) g’ = t(u + gv’) gg’ (2.3) 
for any v, vr E V and g, g’ E G. 
Let I/’ = V@ F,. In view of (2.3) we may let A act on V’ by defining 
t(v)g(x+c)=gx+cv+c, 
for c E F, and u, x E V. Thus we have a faithful representation 
p: A -+ GL( V’) N GL(n + 1, q). 
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Fix a basis {vi, . . . . u,, u,+~} of v’ with v~+~= 1eF4 and {ul, . . . . u,} a 
basis of V. Then with mild abuse of notation and agreeing with [6,8] we 
may write the elements of A in matrix form: 
t(u)g= ; y . 
( > 
(2.4) 
In the sequel these will be the matrices which we use for elements of A. 
Note that in the action of GL( I”) = G,, 1 on the dual space of I/’ with 
basis (VT, . . . . uX+ i} we see that A is the subgroup of G, + 1 which stabilizes 
U* n+l’ 
The remainder of this section is devoted to some elementary results 
on A. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For any Xd V define P, = { g E G: gXc X}. 
U,= {uEPx:Ux=xifxEXand uu-ueXifuEV}. 
TX= {TV T: UEX}. 
Remark 2.6. Note that P, is a parabolic subgroup of G hence is the 
semidirect product of a Levi subgroup L, and U,, with U, its unipotent 
radical, see [l, p. 1191. Thus U, is normal in P,. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For any subspace X of V, T,U, is a group normalized 
by P, and T and hence by TP,. 
Proof: Let u, u’ E U, and x, x’ E X. Then by (2.3) 
t(x) l&(x’) u’ = t(x + ux’) uu’. 
Since uu’ E U, and x + ux’ = x + x’ E X we have t(x + ux’) E TX and hence 
T,U, is closed under multiplication. Since P, normalizes U, it suffices 
to show P, normalizes TX. Let ge P, and x E A’. Then by (2.2), 
gt(x)g-’ = t(gx). Now gxEX because gE P,, so t(gx)E TX, and thus TX 
is normalized by P,. Next we show that T,U, is normalized by T. Since 
T is abelian, it centralizes TX, hence it suffices to show that if u E V and 
UE U, then t(u)-‘ut(u)~ T,U,. Note that t(u)-‘&(u) u-l = t( -u) t(uu) = 
t(uu-u) by (2.2). Hence t(u)-‘&(u) = t(uu-u)u and uu-UEX since 
UE U,. Thus t(uu-u)uE T,U,. m 
PROPOSITION 2.8. TP,/T, U, N GL(X) x AGL( V/X). 
Proof: For a E TP, write a = rg with t E T and ge P,. Let g, be the 
restriction of g to X. Define g,,, E GL( V/X) by g&u + X) = gu +X. 
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Define cp: TP, + GL(X) x AGLf V/X) by cp(t(u) g) = (gx, t(v + X) gVlx). By 
(2.3 1, 
= dt(u + ‘NW) = dt(u) 8t(o to. 
Thus q~ is a homomorphism. Now t(o) g E ker rp if and only if g, = g,, = 1 
and YE X. Since g,= gyi,= 1 if and only if g E U, we have ker rp = TX U,, 
Since /GL(X)f . IAGL( V/X)/ = l~~~l/lT*~~l we see that ip is onto. i 
We will usually make use of Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8 with 
x= Vk. 
DEFINITION 2.10, Let O<k<n. Set Gk={g~PVkn:gr=v for tic VL) 
and G; = fgE P,;-,: gu=u ior YE Vnwkf. Also let P,=P, and Tk= T,. 
For k 2 1 let ik be the identity matrix of GL(k, 4). We make the 
convention that I, is the empty matrix. As in (2.4) we write 
* 0 0 
Gk= (0 In-k 0 i . (2.11) 
0 0 1 
Here and in what follows, it is understood that * is any matrix of the 
appropriate size which is non-singular if it lies on the diagonal, Set 
T,: = TV;-k. Then by (2.2) we see that G; normalizes TL so we may form 
the semidirect product 
Ak=T;Gh= 
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Thus we have the chains of groups 
l=Gb<G;<G;< ... <G:,=G<G,+, 
A A A A (2.12) 
l=A,<A,<A,< ... <A,=A<G,+,. 
Remark 2.13. Note that Gk N GL( V,) and Gb 1: GL( VL--k) 2: GL( V,). 
We also see that Pk has Levi decomposition P, = (G, x Gk _ k) U,. 
3. THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS OF A 
First we give the description of the irreducible characters of A as in [9]. 
This description is given inductively in terms of the characters of 
AGL(n - 1, q) using Clifford Theory. 
Consider the action of A on the characters of T defined as follows. Let 
a E A and let 1 be an irreducible character of T. Define 
Aa = ;l(ata-‘) for all t E T. (3.1) 
Note that in this action T acts trivially. The irreducible characters of T 
form an abelian group T* isomorphic to T. Fix 1 # Iz E T*. There are two 
orbits of T* in this action, viz., { 1 T} and { lg: g E G}. It follows from [ 10, 
6.2 and 6.111 that each irreducible character of A is induced from an 
irreducible character of the stabilizer in A of either 1 T or of 1. 
Clearly A stabilizes 1 T. Since the action of G on T* given in (3.1) with 
respect to the dual basis is the contragredient of that on T the stabilizer of 
A in G is a subgroup C of G which is isomorphic to AGL(n - 1, q). Since 
T acts trivially the stabilizer of 1 in A is TC. Thus 2 may be extended to 
a linear character p of TC by defining ,u(tc) = l(t) for t E T and c E C, 
see [3, p. 3533. If XE Irr(C) then 2~ Irr(TC). Define P)?E Irr(TC) by 
pi(tc) = ,u(tc) x(c) = A(t) x(c). It follows from [lo, 6.111 that ind&pi is an 
irreducible character of A. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Gow). Let II/ E Irr(A) then either 
(1) there exists [ E Irr(G) such thar II/ = r, or 
(2) there exists a unique 1 E Irr(C) such that tj = ind & ~1. 
ProoJ: This follows from [ 10, 6.111. If 1 T is a constituent of res& then 
(1) holds. If 1 is a constituent of res,$ then part (2) holds. These cases are 
distinct by [lo, 6.21. m 
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Remark 3.3. In case (2) above the character $ is independent of the 
choice of 1 # A E T*. 
Remark 3.4. deg(ind&pj) = IA:TCI deg(X) = IG:CI deg(X) = (q”- 1) 
de&). 
We now give the description of the irreducible characters of A given in 
[6]. The proof given here differs significantly from the one in Faddeev’s 
paper. The proof in [6] does not use Theorem 3.2. We define a circle a 
product in the general group as in [ 11, IV. 31, and make use of this 
product in the next section. A similar construction is given for the aftine 
group which will enable us to give Faddeev’s description of the irreducible 
characters of A. 
Let X be a subspace of V. Define 
0 : %‘( GL(X)) x 92( GL( V/X)) -, L%?(G) 
by 
aoP=indz,(a#fi)- (3.5) 
for any a E@GL(X)) and /?E%?(GL( V/X)). Here - denotes the lift from 
GL(X) x GL( V/X) to P,. 
In the afllne group we define 
0 : W(GL(X)) x W(AGL( V/X)) -+9?(A) 
(3.6) 
for any aE%jGL(X)) and /?EB(AGL( V/X)). Here - denotes the lift from 
TP,IT,U, ‘v GL(X) x AGL( V/X) to TP,. 
Remark 3.7. Suppose dim(X) = k. Then (G : P,I is the number of 
subspaces of V of dimension k, which equals (p,,(q)/((pJq) cpn-,Jq)). There- 
fore 
deg(aoS) = IA: TP,l deg(a) deg(P) = IG : P,I deg(a) deg(P) 
cl(q) 
= (P/c(q) rpn- k(q) 
deg(a) deg(B). 
Remark 3.8. If X= V then GL(X) = G and AGL( V/X)= (1). Thus 
ao~=aol =& the lift of a from G to A. 
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S. I. Gel’fand [S] showed that AGL(R, q) has a unique irreducible 
character Ak of degree q,(q) (unless k = 1 and q = 2). We make the conven- 
tion that A, is the principal character of the trivial group AGL(0, q). 
Faddeev calls A, the pivotal character of AGL(k, q). If [ is a character of 
Gk and we view A,-, as a character of A,-, then c 0 A,_, is a character 
of A induced from TP,. Furthermore from Remark 3.7 it follows that 
We show that all irreducible characters of A are of the form [ 0 Anek for 
some [ as above. 
We shall have much use for Mackey’s intertwining number formula [2, 
p. 1871. In order to fix the notation we recall it here. Let cp, II/ be characters 
of H, K, respectively, where H and K are subgroups of some finite group 
G. Let {x} be a set of representatives for the (K, H) double cosets in G. 
Then 
WC9 cp”) = c (VY (PbKnH. (3.10) 
XE K\GIH 
Here “K=xKx-’ and “I,$ is the character of “K defined by “$(“k) = t,b(k) 
for kg K. 
THEOREM 3.11 (Faddeev). Let $ E Irr(A) then there exists a unique k 
with O<k<n anda unique [EIrr(Gk) such that $=j~d”-~. 
Proof From Theorem 3.2 we know that either IJ = 3 with [E Irr(G) or 
rj = indA,(pi) with x~Irr(C). In the first case the theorem holds since 
r”=ioAO. 
Let x E Irr(C) and set $ = ind&(pf). We prove the theorem in this case 
by induction on n. Recall that C N AGL(n - 1, q). If n = 1 then x is the 
principal character of the trivial group. From Remark 3.4 we see that 
deg(+) = (q - 1). Hence $ = A, = 1 G,, 0 A, and the result holds. 
Assume n > 1. By the inductive hypothesis there is a unique 0 < k < n - 1 
and c E Irr(G,) such that x = [ 0 Anpkp,. Thus we need to prove that 
(3.12) 
If k=O then x= A,-, and deg($)= (q”- 1) deg(A,-,)=cp,(q). Since A,, is 
the unique irreducible character of A of degree CpJq) and t,Q is irreducible 
it follows that @ = lo A,, = A,. Thus we may assume that k > 0. 
It follows from Remark 3.4, (3.9), and the inductive hypothesis that 
deg($)= (q”- 1) deg(co A.-,-,)=deg([o Anpk). Since II/ is irreducible it 
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suffices to prove that (ti, 5 0 Anmk), > 0. Since we may always choose 1 E A 
as a double coset representative it follows from (3.10) that 
($4 i4-dA z(res~~~TPk(ll(iOAn--k--l)“)l 
res~~*,,,(i#A,-,)“),,,,,,. (3.13) 
From Remark 3.3 we know that rl/ is independent of the choice of A.E T* 
hence we may choose 1 such that T,- i is in its kernel. That is, we pick 
1 # 1’ E Irr( T;) and let A be the lift of A’ over T, _ 1. Then we may write as 
in (2.4) 
Some comments on the structure of the subgroup TCn TPk are in order. 
Since G normalizes T and C n Pk c G it follows that C n Pk normalizes T. 
Thus TC n TPk = T( C n Pk) a semidirect product, In matrix form with ;1 as 
above we have 
i 
GLk 4) * * * 
TCn TPk= 
0 GL(n-k-l,q) * * 
0 0 1 * 
= T(Cn Pk). 
0 0 0 1 
Recall from Remark 2.13 that P, is the semidirect product of Gk x Gk-, 
and Uk= U,. Since Uk, Gk < C we see that Cn Pk is the semidirect 
product of Gk x (C n GL -k) and Uk. Note that C n Gk- k is isomorphic to 
AGL(n -k - 1, q). In order to simplify the notation in what follows we fix 
k and make the identifications below 
P=Pk L=Gk L’=G:,-, 
A’=CnG;_., P’=CnP,=(LxA’) U,. 
(3.14) 
Thus we see that toAnwR-, in (3.13) is induced from (c#A._,p,)” an 
irreducible character of P’ lifted over Uk. By hypothesis [ 0 A, _ R-, is 
irreducible hence 
res$ioA._,_,=(5#A._,-,)~. (3.15) 
Since fl acts trivially on C it follows from (3.15) and Lemma 1.3 that 
res~~~(~(~~A,-,-,)“)=(res~~,~t)(i#A,_,-,)-. (3.16) 
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Here the lift on the left is from C to TC and on the right from Lx A’ to 
TP’. 
Since k <n - 1 we have T, < T,, ~ i and hence Tk is in the kernel of A.. 
Thus h acts trivially on T,LU, and hence res$p= (res~~-~,,~)“. Let 
p’ = res Tc ;mkA’~. Then (resF$p)(i # An-k-l)- = (i# ($7,-k--l))“. 
We now consider the second character in the right hand side of (3.13). 
Since Tk U, < TP’ from Lemma 1.3 we see that 
res%(i # d.-,)“)=(resL.T~~kA’(I # dn-k))“. (3.17) 
However, 
reSLx TimaA’ (c # Anpk)=c # reSTi-kA’An-k. (3.18) 
Thus it follows from (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18) that we may write (3.13) as 
($9 i~An-k)A 2 ((i # (P’&-k-d-, (5 #res~~_~~,A,-,)-),,. 
Since (a, fl) T,H = (~1, p)H for any characters tl and /I of H < G and any 
Ti < T we have 
Since [ is irrreducible ([, i) = 1. By Forbenius reciprocity 
= (ind An-k T;-&A’p “2 n-k-1, An-k)A,mk. 
But T,lpk A’ is the stabilizer of A in A,-,. Thus ind$Y,.$d”,-,-, = A,-,. 
Hence ($3 ‘i-‘An-,), 2 (i, i)Gk(An--k, An--k)= 1. 1 
4. THE DECOMFQSITION OF 12 
Let B be the Bore1 subgroup of G of all upper triangular matrices. In this 
section we determine the irreducible constituents of the induced character 
1; and their multiplicities. We prove that these constituents are in l-l 
correspondence with all pairs (p, k) where 0 <k <n and p is a partition of 
k. We show that these multiplicities are the product of (i) with the degree 
of an irreducible character of a symmetric group. We collect here some 
definitions and notation on S, the symmetric group on n letters. We will 
adhere to Macdonald [l 1 ] for our notation on S,. 
481/151/l-7 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A partition is a sequence 1= (1, > 2, > . . . > & > . . .) 
with each &EN u {0}, and only finitely many non-zero terms. The non- 
zero lli are called the parts of 1. The number of parts is the length of I, 
denoted /(A). If l(I)=k and 1, + ... + I, = n then A is a partition of n. We 
write J. + n. 
Sometimes it is convenient to use a notation which indicates the number 
of times each integer occurs as a part: I = (l”‘2”’ . . . PT.. -) means that 
exactly mi of the parts of I are equal to i. We let @ denote the empty 
partition of zero. 
The irreducible characters of S, are in l-l correspondence with the 
partitions of n [ 111. Let xi. be the character corresponding to I I- n. Let 
fA = xi( 1) the degree of x~. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 1 I- n and p + n - 1, Suppose 2, - pj = 1 for some 
j E N and li = pLi for i #j. Then A contains p and we write 2 > p. 
We define a circle product in S, which in fact motivated the notation in 
A and G, 
0 :a(s,)xa(s,~,)-+iqs”) 
XPoXY=ind 2 x s,-& tt xv) (4.3) 
for any PI-k and v+n-k. 
DEFINITION 4.4. civ = (xr, xr 0 x,) the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. 
If ,u I- n - 1 and v = (1) the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient is given 
by the branching rule [ 11, 5.2, 5.31 for restriction of characters of S, to 
SHP1. If I+n then 
(4.5) 
By Frobenius reciprocity this is equivalent to: for any p +n - 1 
An immediate consequence of (4.6) is that 
(4.6) 
1 if p<A 
0 otherwise. (4.7) 
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We will use the Gel’fand-Graev character of G [7] and its connection 
with the pivotal character A,, of A. We recall the definition of the 
Gel’fand-Graev character here. Suppose n > 2. Let p: F, --) C x be a non- 
trivial homomorphism. Let U < G be the group of all upper unitriangular 
matrices. Define a linear character c of U by a(p) = A(u,,, + ... + u,- l,n) 
for u E U, where the qi+ I are the superdiagonal entries of u. Then 
r= indza. 
It can be shown that r is independent of the choice of the homomorphism 
p. For more on this character see [2, Sect. 8.11. Furthermore in [S] it is 
shown that 
res.2 A,, = r. (4.8) 
By transitivity of induction we know that 14 = (1 g)“. We determine the 
decomposition of CA for each irreducible constituent 5 of 1:. The character 
1: was studied by R. Steinberg [14]. Steinberg showed that the irreducible 
constituents of 1: are in l-l correspondence with the partitions of n. We 
let CA E Irr(G) be the constituent which corresponds to 1 t-n. Each cn is a 
linear combination of permutation characters of G induced from parabolic 
subgroups. The theorem below is proved in [ 14, Theorem 2.11. 
THEOREM 4.9. 1: = CL+,, fAri. 
We restate [ 14, Corollary 23 below. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let 0 <k < n. Let p t- k and v +n - k. Let 
;1= p v v. Then 
(iA, i, o IY)G = (Xi, xp o X”)S”. 
Here p u v is the partition whose parts are those of p and v arranged in 
decreasing order. 
We decompose the character [f for each 1 I-n. 
DEFINITION 4.11. For each O<k<n and p+k and 1I-n let 
CT;= (C:, ~,~A.-,). 
We will prove in Theorem 4.20 that Ci = (xi, x,, 0 sgn) and that every 
irreducible constituent of 1 i has the form c,o A,- k. Thus 
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Furthermore we prove that Cien fACi = (It) f,,. In the proof of 
Theorem 4.20 we use various subgroups of A. We fix k and keep the nota- 
tion as in (3.14). To prove the theorem we need a few preliminary results. 
In the next lemma the map a + 5 means the lift from Irr(LA,-,) to 
Irr( TP). 
LEMMA 4.12. Let 0 < k < n. Let c, 4 be characters of G and Gk, respec- 
tively. Let x be a character of A,, _ k. Then 
(iA, 50x1~ = (resX resFtP(S # x)“)~. 
Proof Recall that 50~ = indA,,(< # x)“. Thus by Mackey’s formula 
(3.10) we may write 
where the sum is over a set of representative elements x for the (G, TP) 
double cosets in A. Since A = TG = TPG the sum consists of only one sum- 
mand with representative x = 1. Since P = G n TP the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 4.13. Let H be a finite group. Suppose L and L’ are subgroups 
of H with LL’ N L x L’. Furthermore suppose that there exists a subgroup M 
of H‘ such that M= KN, a semidirect product with N normal in M and 
K = (M n L)( M n L’). Let a be a character of M n L and let fl be a charac- 
ter of M n L’. Define y = (a # fl) -, a character of M. Then 
Proof 
(1, 4MnL(l, PhnL,= ,Mn L,IMn L,, aGzn, b,znL 44 B(b) 
= j$ k;K (a # B)(k) 
=L c c (a#B)-(kn) IKl INI nsN ksK 
=& c Y(x)=(LY)M- I 
XEM 
PROPOSITION 4.14. (l”,, A,)= 1. 
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Proo$ Let r be the Gelfand-Graev character of G. Then 
where the last equality follows from (4.8). From [2, p. 3793 we know that 
the Steinberg character St = <Cl”j is the unique common irreducible 
constituent of 1: and I’. By [2, Proposition 6.2.31, St has multiplicity one 
in lg. Thus (lg, r) = (St, f). Now by [2, Theorem 6.591, St is non-zero 
only on semisimple elements of G. By [2, p. 254 J, r is non-zero only on 
unipotent elements. The only element which is both semisimple and 
unipotent is the identity. Since deg(r)=deg(d,) we have 
(St, r),=~deg(St)deg(d,)=~.~~(fl~1)/2.~”~~~= 1. 1 (4.15) 
Fix a Bore1 subgroup B, = Bn L (respectively B,, = Bn t’) of L 
(respectively L’ f. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Let M= LL’ be a standard Levi subgroup of P. Let 
{x} be a set of distinguished representatives for the (B, P) double cosets in 
G. Then 
“BnP=(“BnM)(“UnlJ,). 
Proof See [S, 64.391 for the definition of distinguished double coset 
representatives. It follows from ES, 69.16 part (iii)] with J= 0 and PI= P 
that 
“Un P= (WnM)(“Un U,). 
Now let H be the subgroup of G consisting of all diagonal matrices. Then 
H< P and H”U= “(HU) = “B. Thus 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Zf k = 0, 1, . . . . n then 
Proof. Set a=(lg, l&od n--k)A. We have 
a= ((1% 1$4-,), 
= (res313, resf((l& # dn--k)W))P 
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by Lemma 4.12. Let a be any character of LA,, _ k. It follows from 
Lemma 1.3 that resFP_kp B = Z where the lift on the right is from LA,-, to 
TL-:-k P. Now P = LL’U, and B acts trivially on Uk. Thus 
res2-kP& = (restf+a)“. (4.18) 
Since 
we have 
a=(resF(lz), (lf, # resfvkA,-k)“)p 
=(I*, G indF(l& # res$-kA,-k)-)G 
by Frobenius reciprocity. Now apply the Mackey formula (3.10). Let {x} 
be a set of distinguished representatives for the (B, P) double cosets in G 
as in Proposition 4.16. Then 
a= 1 (1, (l&# resf:-kAn-k)-)XBnP. 
x E B\GJP 
It follows from [S, 69.16 part (iv)] with J= Qr and L,= LL’ that 
“B n LL’ = B n LL’. Thus by Proposition 4.16 
“Bn P= (Bn L)(Bn L’)(xUn U,)= B,B,,(“Un 17,). 
Since “U n Uk is normal in “B n P it follows from Lemma 4.13 with 
K= B,B,, and N= “Un Uk that 
a= 1 (1, l&)&(1, resA,:-kdn-,&. 
x E B\GIP 
By Proposition 4.14 with A,-, in place of A and Frobenius reciprocity we 
have 
(1, resf:-lrAn-k)BL= 1. 
Now 
tl> l&)Br= tliL’ l;L)L = JBL\L/BLI = k! 
by [S, 67.81 and the Bruhat decomposition of L N Gk. Thus 
a= c k! = JB\G/PIk!. 
x E B\G/P 
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By [S, 65.211, 
IB\G/PI=IS,:S,xS,_,(= ; . 1 
0 
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COROLLARY 4.19. 
c;g= 
1 if A=(lR) 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: If I = (1”) then iA = St is the Steinberg character of G. Recall 
from (4.8) that if r is the Gel’fand-Graev character of G then r= res$ A,. 
Thus we have 
C(l”) = (indA St A,)a = (St 0 G 3 9 T), = 1, 
where the last equality is from (4.15). Since CL = ([i, A,) we have 
where the last equality is by Proposition 4.14. Thus C$ = 0 for A# (1”). 1 
The preliminaries are finished and we turn to the major theorems of this 
section. These are the decomposition of l$ and thus, by the double 
centralizer theory, the determination of the dimensions of the simple 
&(A, @-modules. Recall that &(A, B) is the Hecke algebra of A with 
respect to B. Recall from Definition 4.4 that ctV = (xi, xpoxV). 
THEOREM 4.20. For any n = 1,2, . . . we have 
't=j, ~,(,;nf+~oA+k 
with Ci = c&~. 
ProoJ Fix k with O<kdn. Let pt-k and v+n-k. Set trY= 
([, # [,)” a character of P. By Proposition 4.10 we find [zY = croc,, = 
c 1 tn c:,[~. So by Frobenius reciprocity 
(4.21) 
By applying Lemma 1.3, Lemma4.12, and (4.18) to Ci=([f, ipOA.-k)A 
and setting y = res$ A,, _ k we find 
Ci = (r4 L (C, # ~1-1~ 
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for any p + k. Thus by (4.21) and the fact that (a, p), = (c(, /?)LL, for any 
characters CI, fi of LL’ we have 
= c 
prk utn-k 
The 5’s are irreducible so (iP, [,) = 6,,. By Corollary 4.19 with A,-, in 
placeofA we have(i,,y)=C>=l ifv=(l”-k)and([Y,Y)=Ootherwise. 
Therefore for p I- k 
c; = C&k). 
Thus we have shown with v = (I”-‘) that 
(4.22) 
li= i 1 
k=O uck 
( 1 f,C+PA,,+e, 
Acn 
where 0 is a character of A whose irreducible constituents are different 
from those in the sum. We need to show that 0 = 0. Let p be the character 
of the regular representation of S,. Since the irreducible character of S, _ k 
corresponding to v = ( lnek) is sgn we have, by definition of the ci,, 
Thus 
f&d.-k+@. (4.24) 
It follows from Theorem 4.9 with Gk, B, = B n G, in place of G, B that 
n-k+@. (4.25) 
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In order to show that 0 = 0 it suffices, since 0 is a character, to show that 
IA : BI = i (z> deg(l~;od.-,). 
k=O 
In view of (3.9) with i = 1 z; we may rewrite (4.26) as 
Since 
IA : BI = i (;) IGk : Bkt (Pn(q)/(Pk(q)~ 
k=O 
(4.27) 
the right hand side of (4.27) is 
_ cfrpn(q) 
(4- 1)” 
= ITI IG : BI 
= IA : BI. 1 
COROLLARY 4.28. l$=C;=o (t) lg;“d,-k. 
ProoJ This follows from (4.25) since 0 = 0. 1 
We conclude from the double centralizer theory that 
THEOREM 4.29. The isomorphism classes of simple JQA, B)-modules are 
in l-l correspondence with all pairs of the form (p, k) where 0 <k <n and 
p I- k. Furthermore the dimension of the XC(A, B)-module corresponding to 
the pair (p, k) is (i) f,. 
COROLLARY 4.30. dim JX? = C; = o (;)* k!. 
Proof This follows from the formula (4.23) since 
i (3',;,/:= 2 @‘iski. 1 
k=O k=O 
This was first determined in [ 13, Theorem 3.151 by enumeration of 
double cosets; it is, curiously, the number of ways to place n or fewer rooks 
on an n by n chessboard without any attacks occurring. 
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